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Memo Clip

When the film is completely advanced, the nu-
meral '1 'wi l l  appear in the Exposure Counter,
making the first frame ready for exposure.
While advancing the film from S (start) to 1 with
the Cocking Lever, the shutter releasing mecha-
nism is automatically locked until the film is fully
advanced to frame 1.
Since there are vertical and horizontal exposure
counter windows, an upright numeral can be
seen with the Roll Film Holder in horizontal or
vertical position.

During exposures, the Dark Slide can be stored
in the Dark Slide Slot in the back of the holder
either from the right or left.

The Memo Clip on the Back Cover accepts the
box top of the film carton and can also be used
for other reminders.



Focusing and Locking the Focusing Knob

Focusing
Depressing the Cocking Lever sets
the mirror, projecting a subiect on
the focusing screen. Focus by rotat-
ing either Focusing Knobs until the
image appears sharp.
Please use the large inner knob for
fine focusing.

After adjusting the focus, displace-
ment can be prevented by locking
the Focusing Knob with the Focus-
ing Knob Lock Lever, which is lo-
cated behind the left hand Focusing
Knob. Simply raise the lever and
push it forward, clamping the Focus-
ing Knob in place.

*Refocusing:
When depressing the Cocking Lever, you may touch the Focusing Knobs acci-
dentally. ln this case please be sure to refocus as it is possible that focus dis-
placement occurs even if the Knob is locked.

Locking the Focusing Knob
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The Revolving Back

The Vertical and Horizontal Formats
Before attempting to revolve the back, set the
R-M Lever to "R". To change from horizontal
to verticalformat, rotate the Film Holder clock-
wise as far as it will go. Rotating it counter-
clockwise, changes the format from vertical
back to horizontal.
Revolve the back clockwise or counterclock-
wise until it securely clicks at a 90. turn. lf the
back is not in a "click position", the shutter re-
lease button will not function.

*The R-M Lever will automatically return from "R" to its normal position upon
depressing the Cocking Lever or Shutter Release Button. However, as long as
the R-M Lever remains at the "R" setting, the Film Holder can inadvertenly be
moved off-center. Therefore we recommend, returning the lever to its normal
position (i. e.,center index mark) immediately after revolving the back.



Change in Viewfinder Format
As the revolving back is rotated, the viewfinder format automatically changes from hori-

zontal to vertical, or vice versa. This is accomplished by viewfinder masks which are

coupled to the revolving back. Additionally, when viewed from the top, a small rectangle

appears at the upper edge of the Film Holder, Visible at a glance, this rectangle acts as

a reminder, indicating whether the holder has been set for the vert ical or horizontal

format.

*Be sure to rotate the Film Holder gently, as undue use of force can result in

damage to the camera.
*Do not revolve the back while pressing the shutter release button. When using

a cable release or self-timer, the release end must be correctly adiusted; other-

wise the shutter release button may remain depressed.
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Taking Photographs

1. Adjust the focus and take pictures
Turn the Dual Focusing Knobs to adjust the focus and press the Shutter Release Button.

2. Press down the Cocking Level.
A single press of the Cocking Lever, resets the Mirror, cocks the Lens Shutter, and feeds
the film. The camera is ready for the next shot.

3. After you have taken a full roll of pictures
After you have taken a full roll of pictures, there will be no resistance to winding. Press the
Cocking Lever several times to wind up all the film and backing paper. When the film backing
paper has been completely wound up, the Cocking Lever will become very easy to press.

*Before taking photographs, make sure to pullthe Dark Slide allthe way out of
the RollFilm Holder. Be careful because, if the Shufter Release Button is pressed
while the Dark slide is still being pulled out, the shutter may be released.

*120 or 22O film is not perforated at the edges, unlike 35 mm film. Therefore, if the
cocking Lever is pressed very rapidly, the spacing between the frames may be
uneven or double exposures may occur.Therefore, be sure to operate the Cock-
ing Lever gently, using even strokes, to maintain proper frame spacing.



Unloading Exposed Film

l.Then open the back cover of the Film Holder and
remove the Film Insert.
While holding down the right-hand SpoolRelease Pin,
remove the film, making sure that the backing paper
does not unroll or become loose.
To prepare for future use, remove the empty spool
from the Film lnsert and move it to the right'hand side
so that it will act as the new Take-up Spool.
When the back cover of the holder is opened, the Ex'
posure Counter will automatically return to'S' (Start).

*When taking out the film, be careful not to allow the wound film to loosen.
*lt anythlng other than 'S' appear in the Exposure Counter, it indicates that there

is film in the holder.To prevent accidental exposure of the film, always check
the Erposure Counter before opening the back cover of the holder.

2. Fold the backing paper tip inside, as shown in
the figure on the left.

3. Sealthe wound film using the seal already at-

tached to the film.

*Ttre seal on the film can be activated by wetting it slightly.
*Do not take the erposed film out of the camera in direct sunlight.
*Put the exposed film in a bag or box right away, to keep it away from the light.

Take it to your photo developing shop at the earliest possible opportunity.
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Removing a partially exposed roll of film

1. Insert the Dark Sl ide as far as i t  wi l l  go and
remove the Roll  Fi lm Holder from the camera
body.

2. Press the center of the coupler G) with a pointed
object (such as a ball point pen) and
turn the Film Advance Knob counterclockwise as
far as it goes. Repeat these procedures
until winding pressure disappears.
Or, continue pressing the center of the coupler
G), turn the knob continuously.
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*tf you want to wind up the film without detaching the Roll Film Holder from the
body, put the Lens Cap on the lens and release the Shutter for the remaining
number of shots. Then press down the Cocking Lever several times to finish
winding up the film.



Taki ng photographs
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Long Exposures

Bulb (B) Exposures
When the Shutter Speed Dial is set to B, the
shutter will remain open as long as the Shutter
Release Button remains depressed. Since bulb
exposure is also controlled electronically, the
shutter will automatically close after approxi-
mately one minute in order to prevent inadvert-
ent battery depletion.
When using bulb, after the Shutter Release But-
ton has been depressed for approximately 55
seconds, a warning buzzer will sound. lf pres-
sure on the Release Button is maintained, the
buzzer will continue for about 5 seconds longer,

after which the electricity will be automatically cut off and the shutter will close.
lf you want exposures longer than one minute, set the camera in the time exposure
mode, or release the shutter using a custom setting. (See page 60.)

Time Exposures
1. To make a time exposure, first slide the T Le-
ver of the lens until the letter "T" under the lever
is visible and the letter "N" is covered. After doing
so, the shutter will remain open upon depressing
the Shutter Release Button. At this t ime, the
Shutter Speed Dial on the camera body is inacti-
vated.

2. To close the shutter, slide the T Lever in the
opposite direction, exposing the letter'N' (nor-
mal), During time exposures, do not touch the
Cocking Lever untilthe shutter closes.

*Since the shutter operates mechanically, not electronically during a time expo-
sure, there is virtually no drain of battery power, and the shutter speed dial can
be set in any position other than "RBL".
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Mirror Lock-up Operation

With the RZ67 PRO tID, it is possible to lock the mirror in the up position beforehand,
and to release the shutter instantly at the desired moment without the usual accompany-

tween the time the mirror completes its upward swing and the time the shutter opens.

1. After screwing a cable release firmly into the
Mirror Lock-up Socket of the lens, the socket will
elevate slightly and the camera will be ready for
mirror lock-up operation.

2. Press the Cocking Lever as far as it will go.
Step 2 may either follow or precede step 1.

3. Depress the Shutter Release Button and the
mirror will rise, but the shutter will remain closed.

4. Press the plunger of the cable release and the
shutter will operate.

*When you are through taking photographs
using the mirror lock-up operation, remove
the Cable Release from the Mirror Lock-up
Release Socket on the Lens. The Cable
Socket will be retracted and the camera will
be released from the mirror up operation.

* lf you press the Shutter Release Button on the body to take a mirror up shot,

and if you remove the Cable Release from the Mirror Lock-up Release Socket

without taking a photograph, at that moment the camera will releases the Shut'

ter at the highest speed (1/400 second), regardless of shutter speed you have

set.
*After you press the Shutter Release Button on the body for a mirror up shot,

release the Shutter within 60 seconds using the Cable Release that is attached

to the Lens. lf you want to wait more than 60 seconds to release the shutter

using the Cable release, the camera will release the shutter at the marimum

speed (1/400 second), regardless of shutter speed you have set.

@
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HOw tO StOp miffOf lOCk.Up OpefatiO[ (return to normar picture rakins mode)

After pressing the Shutter Release button on the body
1. Insert the Dark Slide into the Roll Film Holder
and press the Cable Release that is connected
to the Lens. That will release the Shutter.

2. Slide the R-M Lever on the body to the M posi-
tion and push down the Cocking Lever on the
body.

3. Remove the Cable Release on the Lens and
the mirror up operation will be over.

4. The film is not yet exposed. Pull the Dark Slide out of the Roll Film Holder and take
photographs. When you are through taking photographs, slide the R-M Lever to the
normal position (n) and return the camera to normaloperation.

*lf you want to change a composition during a mirror up operation, perform steps
1 and 2 so that you can confirm the picture taking status in the Viewfinder.
Since the mirror up mode will continue, pull the Dark Slide from the Roll Film
Holder and resume taking photographs.

After an alarm sounded
1. Slide the R-M Lever on the body to the M posi-
tion and push down the Cocking Lever on the
body.

2. Remove the Cable Release on the Lens and
end the mirror up operation.

3. The film is not yet exposed. Pullthe Dark Slide
out of the Roll Film Holder and take photographs.
When you are through taking photographs, slide
the R-M Lever to the normal position (n)and re-
turn the camera to normal operation.



*After the Cable Release on the Lens has been removed, if you see a red indica-

tor in the Mirror Lock-up Release Socket, reconnect the Cable Release and then

remove it again.
*lf you want to use the Bulb mode in mirror up operation, hold down the Shutter

Release button on the body untilyou release the Shutter with the Cable Release

on the Lens.
*A double action mirror up release is available (sold separately) and it is conve-

nient for mirror up operation. Especially, if you want to take photographs in

mirror up operation with the Bulb mode, this Mirror Lock-up Release accessory

is useful. (See page 45)

Precautions for long exposures and mirror lock'up operation

*When you take a photo with a long erposure or use mirror lock'up

operation, do not touch the Cocking Lever after pressing the Shutter
Release Button on the body, until the exposure is complete. Other-
wise, a problem may occur with the interval between frames or there

may be some other Problem.
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Distance Scale . Depth-of-Field

o

o

o

@

3 0 1
1 6
1 0

Distance Scale
The Distance Scale is used to determine the film-
plane-to-subject distance.
After focusing, the correct distance can be deter-
mined by locating the point at which the curved
line for the focal length in use intersects the Dis-
tance Scale.
For example, if the 110 mm lens is mounted on
the camera and focused as shown in the illustra-
tion, the subject is 1.5 m (5 tt) from the film plane.

Depth of Field
Depth of field is defined as the zone of sharpness before and behind the plane of focus.
It depends on camera / subject distance, focal length of lens, aperture setting and dis-
tance the lens is focused at.

Depth-of-Field Preview
1. Set the Aperture Ring to the desired f-stop and focus the lens.
2. Depress the Depth-of-Field Preview Lever @ of the lens and you will be able to check
the depth-of-field directly on the focusing screen.

Using the Depth-of-Field Scale
1. Check the camera-to-subject distance on the
Distance Scale.
2. Rotate the Lens Distance Scale Knob @ until
the previously noted camera-to-subject distance
is aligned with the center index @ of the Depth-
of-Field Scale.
3. The figures of the Lens Distance Scale, ap-
pearing above the selected aperture, indicate the
nearest and furthermost limits of sharpness for
that aperture.
For example, when the 110mm lens is focused at
3 m and stopped down to I 132, everyihing from
approximately 2m to 10m will be in focus.
When desiring to know the depth-of-field in feet,
rotate the Lens Distance Scale 180o, as one side
is in feet and the other in meters.



Flash Photography o Using a Tripod

Attaching Flash Units
Compact, clip-on units can be attached directly to
the Hot-Shoe of the camera.
When using large, grip-type units, attach the sync
cord of the flash to the Flash Sync Terminal (X-
sync) of the lens.

Determining the Aperture
When using automatic flash units, refer to the instructions of the particular flash units for
the correct apertures to use.
When using a manual electronic flash unit or flash bulbs with X, the guide number (G.N)
divided by the subject distance gives the correct aperture to use.

c.N (48) - correct aperture setting (8)
Subject Distance (6)

NOTE:
Flashing time, recharging time and synchro polarity differ depending on the type of flash
unit. Check performance by taking test photographs.

Using a Tripod
The Mamiya RZ67 PRO II D Tripod Socket ac-
cepts a standard 1/4" tripod mounting screw. For
use with tripods having 3/8" mounting screws, first
unscrew the small screw in the center of the tri-
pod socket. Then remove the 1/4" bushing with a
thin coin. To re-install the 1/4" bushing, reverse
the process.
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Close-up Photography

Exposure Compensation for Glose-up Photography

Area Covered with Bellows Fully Extended. Example

Lens Subject distance
(trom lens lront rim)

Magnificatiol Area covered

Fish-eve M 65mmf/4 L-A 85mm o.7 80x 100mm

Shitl Z75mmtl45W 1 1 4 m m 0.6 9 3 x  1 1 5 m m

Z 90mmf/3.5 W 1 9 7 m m o.51 1  1 O  x  1 3 6 m m

Z110mmtl2.8W 313mm o.42 135 x  167mm

Z127mml l3 .5W 408mm o.36 1 5 5 x  1 9 2 m m

Macro M lr|ommff4.swL-A 5 1 2 m m 0.32 173x214mm

M l5Ommf/3.5W 584mm 0.31 183x227mm

Z 18Omm f/4.5 W-N 829mm 0.26 217x27omm

Aoo Z25ommV45W 1570mm o . 1 9 297x369mm

Zoom ZlOO-2OOmmt/5.2W
(W)-225mm
(T)-894mm

-o.45
-o.25

- 1 2 6 x  1 5 6 m m
-237x294mm

When working very close to the subject, the exposure must be increased. The actual
exposure factor will vary in accordance with the distance that the lens is extended.
Exposure compensation is easily determined by referring to the Exposure Compensa-
tion Scale.



-n
After focusing the lens, read the exposure compensation factor on the scale. The scale
is divided into three zones of light, medium, and dark shades. As indicated by the table

at the base of the scale, the light zone represents an exposure factor of zero (no com-
pensation is necessary), the medium shaded zone indicates +0.5 (a112 stop increase in

exposure is required), while the dark zone denotes a factor of +1 (a full stop increase in

exposure is necessary).
To find the exposure factor, first locate the figure on the Focal Length Scale for the lens
in use. Next, move along the scale, in the same column, unti l  you reach the Distance

Graduation. The shading of the zone ( l ight, medium, dark) which touches the Distance
Graduation indicates the correct exposure factor. For example, when the 1 1Omm lens is

focused as shown in the illustration, the correct exposure factor is +1.
The scale curve for each lens has a white C mark which coincides with the right-hand
lens indication. So, use the mark to find the corresponding scale curve for each lens.
With a factor of +1, open the aperture by a full-stop. For example, assume that a hand-
held exposure meter indicates a normal exposure reading of f 116 at 1/60 sec., for an

exposure compensation of +1 , set the lens to either t 116 aI1/30 sec. or ll11 at 1/60 sec.
When using a Mamiya through-the-lens (TTL) Exposure Meter Finder, such as the
RZ AE Prism Finder, it corrects automatically for close-up photography.

*For optimum sharpness at the corners when using the 50 mm and 65mm wide-

angle lenses at distances closer than 1 meter, use as small an aperture as pos-

sible.
*tne bel lows extension in mil l imeters appears on the top of the Focal Length

Scale. These figures are used to determine the required exposure compensa'
tion factor when using extension tubes.

*For areas covered with the bellows fully extended, see the instructions for all
interchan geable lenses.
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Multiple Exposures o Infrared Photography

Multiple Exposures
1. Set the R-M Lever to 'M' (multiple exposure).
The lever can be moved to'M'either before or
after releasing the shutter.
2. Press the Cocking Lever as far as it will go in
order to cock the shutter and set the mirror. The
film will not advance at this time. The shutter can
now be released, creating a double exposure.
This procedure can be repeated as many expo-
sures as desired.

When photographing the same subject twice or more
though, exposure compensation is necessary. The

same is appied to ditferent subjects that are all evenly illuminated. With subjects of difierent bright-
ness, the darker one is normally photographed first.

AUTION:
Unlike the "R" lever, the "M" lever does not return automatically to its normal posi-
tion. Therefore you must do it manually.

Infrared Photography
When you take critical infrared photos, please extend the focusing bellows as per table
below, after usualfocusing. There is a millimeter scale on the top of the distance scale.

RZ67 pRo UD Infrared Compensation Table
Shows required adjustment at infinity

XDiscontinued production



Attaching a Lens with Shutter Uncocked or Mirror in the up

When a lens is detached from the camera body, normally the mirror is in the up position
and the shutter is cocked. lt is possible, however, to attach together even when either or
both are not in the status. Please step the following procedures to reset the camera body
and/or lens.

Lens shutter release test
To release the shutter on a lens which has been
removed from the camera body, rotate the shut-
ter cocking pins @ clockwise as far as they will
go, while depressing the shutter lock pin @.

*cluttott:
When attaching/removing the lens, be sure
not to rest the camera on its back unless
either a roll film holder or the back protec-
tive cover is attached. This is necessary to
prevent  damage to  i ts  var ious spr ing
loaded function pins.

Operation

€i
ORemove the Roll Film Holder.
@Set tne Shutter Speed Dial to

other than "RBL.'
@Press the Shutter  Release

Button.
@Depress the Cocking Lever.
@Set ttre Shutter Speed Dial within

the range of "B" to "1/400," that is,
not "RBL" or "AEL."

t l

{3
ORemove the Roll Film Holder.
@Depress the Cocking Lever.
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Attaching the Strap . Removing the Strap

Attaching the Strap
Hold the metal clamp of the strap so that the key-
hole faces the Carrying Strap Lug on the camera
body. Gently fit the upper part of the key-hole
opening over the lug. Next, gentry push the bot-
tom of the metal clamp upwards and it will lock in
place with a click.

lf the clamp is attached to the Hot-Shoe side of
the camera upside-down, it will be difficult to re-
move, so be careful to attach the clamp right-
side-up.

Reach behind the strap and while gently squeez-
ing the top of the protruding front plate ( leaf
spring), sl ide the clamp downward and off the
lug.

Removing the Strap



Interchanging the Focusing Screen

Removing the Focusing Screen
After removing the Waist-Level Finder, lift the
Vievvfinder Screen Release knob @ on the cam-
era body with your fingers and then litt and re-
move the screen.

How to attach the Viewfinder Screen
1. While holding the outside of the Viewfinder
Screen, put protrusion (O on the Viewfinder
Screen into the Viewfinder Screen securing
bracket (left)@.

2. Press the Viewfinder Screen down gently onto
the body and fit protrusion @ on the Viewfinder
Screen onto the viewfinder Screen securing
bracket (right) 9.

*When you remove the viewfinder Screen, do not touch the metal horizontal/
vertical mark or mirror of the camera body.

*The viewfinder Screen is made of acrylic resin. lts surface is soft and it can
easily be damaged, so be careful when handling it. Don't put fingerprints or dirt
on it.
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LED Monitor Lamps in Finder

XWh€n using the Priem Viervfinder, lhe positions of the indi€tor lights are re\r€rs6d left to rlght.

-\

D
A Metz flashgun
(SCA300/3000 system)
and the SCA395
Adapter is used,
this lamp willlit after
completion of
recharging.

Pullthe Dark Slide out.
The monitor lamp
willgo OFF.

Press down the Coddng
Leryer until it stops.
The monitor lamp
will go OFF.

Bllnks or

When the monitor lamp
blinks and an elec'tronic
alarm sounds,
the Shuner cannot be
released.
Replace the battery
immediately.

I =- =:
OI

Llt rcd

Bllnks r€d

See page 60.



Electronic Warning Sounds

When pressing the Shutter Release Button,
if an electronic alarm is heard

(The Dark Slide is pulled out.) (if film is loaded)

The Shutter cannot
be released since the
Shutter Speed Dial is
set to AEF.

The AEF is lor only when
the AE Prism
viewfinder is used.
*Check whether the

Waist Level
viewfinder is
attached.

*Check whether the
Lens for RB is
attached.

I
Y

Adiusl tp Shufier Speed
Dial forthe viewfinder
you are usng.

ThE Shutter cannot
be releasod since lhe
Shutter Speed Dial is
set to RBL.

The RBL is for only
when a Mamiya RB
lens is used.
*Check whether the

RZ lens is used.

I
Y

Adiust tte Shutter Speed
Dial lor the Lens you are
usng.

RB lens" 'RBL
RZ lens"'B to 1/400

During mirror up
operation

Approximately 55 seconds
after pressing the Shutter
Release Button, the eleclronic
alarm will sound for 5 seconds.

I
Y

Take a photograph
within 60 seconds.

See page 47.

Bulb Exposure

Keep pressing the Shutter
Release Button. After 55
seconds the eleckonic alarm
will sound lor 5 seconds and
the Shutter will be closed.

The battery
capacity is low.

When the red monitor lamo
blinks and an electronic
alarm sounds, the Shutter
cannot be released.
To check the battery
capacity, keep pressing
the button approx.
20 seconds.

J
Replace the battery.

AE prism viewfinder" 'AEF

Waist level vieMinder,
Prism vieMinder type 2"'B to 1/400

custom setting the
bulb exposure.

See page 60

When you want to take a photo with an exposure
longerthan 60 seconG, selectT (time).

See page 45

Owhen a Lens is not attached to the body and the Shutter Speed Dial is set at other than RBL,
and if the Shutter Release Button is pressed, the alarm will be heard.

Olf the camera sounds an electronic alarm in conditions other than those above. contact our service
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Troubleshooting

Uniquely designed to prevent errors, the RZ67 PRO IID incorporates a number
of safety features, so if you can not release the shutter, or remove a lens or
holder, it is most likely due to user error rather than a camera malfunction.
Should something appear to go wrong, be sure to check the following points.

When the shutter can not be released

1. Has the fi lm been completely advanced to the first frame?
Have all the exposures already been made (10 with 12O,20 with 22O)?

2. Has the Cocking Lever been depressed as far as it will go?
3. Has the Dark Slide been removed?
4. Have you locked the Shutter Release Button and forgotten?
5. ls there a battery in the Battery Chamber? is the battery still good?
6. ls the "T" lever of the lens on "N"?
7 . f s the camera speed dial on RBL and a RZ lens is on camera?
8. fs the camera speed dial on AEF and the AE Finder and aRZ lens is not attached?
9. Have you used the Mirror Lock-up mode and red ring on the collar is still visible after

removing the cable release?

In the case of examples 1-3, an orange lamp will i l luminate in the viewfinder if an error
has been made.

When the lens can not be removed

Have you pressed the Cocking Lever completely forward?

When the Film Holder can not be removed

Have you inserted the Dark Slide into the holder?



Custom setting the Bulb ExPosure

To take photographs with an exposure of more than one minute, we recommend using
the time exposure mode, which consumes very little from the battery. However, small
blurs may occur in the mode. To prevent these blurs, it is possible to extend the expo-
sure time of Bulb mode over 60 seconds.

Bulb exposure custom setting LED

(shared for reading the battery condition)

1. Remove the Roll Film Holder from the body. Set the Shutter Speed Dial to "8". Slide
the R-M Lever to the normal posit ion (E), Set the Shutter Release Selector Ring to
normal position.

2. Keep the Shutter Release Button pressed for at least 10 seconds. The orange LED in

the Viewfinder will blink and then light steadily, the 60 second Bulb timer is inactivated.

*lf you want to cancel the bulb exposure custom setting, perform the steps above
or remove the battery from the camera.

*When the bulb exposure mode is selected, the camera consumes energy from
the battery during the exposure.
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Camera Pack System

120 Roll Fllm Holder HA703

220 Roll Fllm Holder H8702

120 Roll Fllm Holder 6X4.5 HA7O4

Polarold Land Pack Fllm Holder
HP702

Dlgltal Back Adapter HX701
This is an adapter that makes it possible to
attach a Digital Pack which conlorm to
Mamiya's propri€tary digital communication
standard (MSCE). lt is equipped with a
Rotating Mechanism to allow changing the
format from horizontal to vertical.

(Coming Soon>



Accessory System

AE Prism Finder FE7O1
O This aperture-priority AE finder offers both spot and averaged metering choices, as its

own special auto-selection function that switches between spot and averaged auto-
matically to suit the shooting conditions.

Focusing Screen
O Type A Matte . Type A3 Matte . Type 44 Checker . Type C Microprism . Type D Cross-

hair . Type E Rangefinder SpoVMicroprism
Six types of screen are available to meet with any shooting purposes, lens to use, and
objective conditions.

Winder RZ Model 2
O An extremely important accessory for almost all professional applications, the Winder

RZtrees the photographerfrom the need to manually activate the film advance/shut-
ter cocking mechanism. This lets the photographer concentrate fully on the subject,
while the motorized winder takes care of f i lm, shutter and mirror sett ings. Single-
frame or sequential fi lm advance (1.5 sec/per frame); the Winder RZ Model 2 is pow-

ered by six AA type alkaline cells (500-600 consecutive shot are possible), or six Ni-
Cd batteries (300-360 consecutive shots are possible).

Tefe-Converter 1.4 x RZ
O This teleconverter is optically designed to provide the best possible results in use with

the superior Z series lenses; it provides an effective focal length extension of 1.4x,
and can be recommended forthe fol lowing Z series lenses; 90mm, 11Omm, 140mm,
150mm,  180mm.

Auto Extension Tube RZ
O This series of extension tube, for close-up and macrophotography, provides fully au-

tomatic shutter operation. This two automatic tube can be used individually or in com-
bination. No 1=45mm extension; No 2-82mm; No 1 + No 2=127mm. Since the cam-
era body bellows features an extension of 46mm, using the tubes provides a total
maximum extension of 173mm.
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L-Grip Holder RZ
O A left-hand grip that provides excellent balance for both hand-held shooting and for

carrying. The grip is equipped with a shutter release button (electronically linked to
the camera's own release) and a cold-shoe for accessories.

Mirror Lock-up Gable Release
O The pedect tool to prevent even the slightest camera shake during slow-shutter-speed

exposures; one cable connects to the camera body's shutter release, the other to the
Mirror Lock-up socket on the lens. When the release is pressed, the Mirror Lock-up
operation activates first, followed by operation of the shutter. Very useful for both
close-up and telephoto applications.

Magnifier (for Prism Finder)
O Attached to the prism finder, it assures enhanced precision focusing by magnifying

the central portion of the screen. After focusing, it can be raised to confirm overall
composition. Built-in -6 to +4 diopter correction.

Bellows Lens Hood G-2
O Attaches to the front accessory thread of Z series (90mm-350mm) lenses; provides

optimum shading of the lens to prevent all stray light. Rack & pinion adjustment allows
selection of optimal setting by actual preview; width is easily adjusted; incorporates
gelatine filter holder. Maximum and minimum extension of bellows: 11Omm and 30mm.

Bellows Lens Hood G-3
O Utilizing side struts, instead of base rails, this Bellows Lens Hood G-3 provides highly

efficient protection against extraneous light and it has inserting slot for 3-inch (7.5cm)
square filter and 12cm square size vignetter. Vignetter can adjust up and down within
14mm. Gelat in f i l ter mount is provided. Maximum and minimum extent of bel lows:
175mm and 50mm.
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Front Hood for G-3
O Using the Front Hood for G-3 along with Bellows Lens Hood G-3 wil l  br ing higher

vignetting efficiency. The Front Lens Hood along with Bellows Lens Hood G-3 can be

used with 150mm Lens or longer focal length lenses, except for 100-200mm zoom
lens and 500mm APO lens. Front Hood for G-3 has an inserting slot for 12cm square
size vignetter. Maximum and minimum extent of bel lows: 105mm and 25mm.

Mamiya Quick-Shoe AQTOI
O The shoe makes mounting and dismounting a camera to a tripod quick and easy. Slip

on a camera and it instantly locks in place on the shoe automatically. A double-action
release mechanism al lows quick operation while protection against accidental dis-
mounting.

Electromagnetic Cable Release
O Connects to the electronic shutter release socket of the camera.

Remote Control RS4O1
O Consists of Transmitter and camera-mounted Receiver. Choice of three infrared chan-

nels for interference free operation.30M operating range. Transmitter uses two AA
Alkaline, Receiver one 9 Volt, batteries.

Gelatine Filter Holder Model 2
O A Special holder for 3-inch (7.5cm) gelatine filters; attaches to 50, 65, 90, 110, 140,

150, 180, 250, and 350mm lenses. This holder is indispensable for accurate correc-
tion of color (under differing types of light, for example). The holder allows insertion of
mult iple f i l ters.
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When using accessories for RZ6TPRO

CAUTION:
O The winder RZ-1 cannot be used on the RZ PRO IID body.
O When using the Mirror Lock-up operation in the B (bulb) mode, use an optionaldouble

cable release.
O The previous models of AE Prism Finders or AE Magnifying Finders cannot be used

with the RZ PRO IID unless their circuits are modif ied. Contact your country's
Mamiya Distributor for further information.

O The AE Prism Finder FE701 can be directly mounted on the RZ PRO IID.
O Electronic Flash Precautions

Electronic Flash units that have a high sync trigger voltage may seriously damage the
electronic circuitry of your RZ PRO IID. Flash units with a maximum of 12 volts sync
output trigger voltage are safe for use. Please contact your flash manufacturer, or
have your local flash repair station test the sync line trigger voltage before using with
your RZ PRO IID. Older studio flash power packs are particularly suspect of using
high sync trigger voltages, sometimes feeding as much as 400 volts into your RZ
PRO IID sync terminal! To prevent this problem, your may consider using a "filter" or
regulating circuit between your power pack and sync cord. Contact your local flash
dealer or manufacturer for more information about these devices.
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Using RB Series Lenses and Accessories

Lenses

1.  Focus ing
RB67 lenses are mounted directly onto the RZ PRO IID ; however, the bellows must be
extended 7 mm in order to focus the lens at infinity (-). Therefore, even when photo-
graphing distant subjects, be sure to use the Focusing Screen.

CAUTION:
Because of the differences in flange back between the two series of lenses, the Distance
Scale of the RZ PRO IID body does not apply when using RB67 lenses.

2. Shutter Speed Selection
When a RB67 lens is mounted on the RZ PRO IID body, use the Shutter Speed Ring of
the lens for shutter speed selection.
Be sure to set the Shutter Speed Dial of the body to the "RBL" position.
The shutter is cocked and released in the same manner as RZ series lenses.
When using a Mamiya Sekor C lens for the RB series on the RZ PRO IID body, be sure
to insert an optional mounting ring into the lens rear mount to assure correct coupling
with the camera body.

*Older RB Lenses should be checked before use, to determine if their shutter
torque is compatible with the RZ PRO IID. Before trying, please send such
lenses to the service department of your country's Mamiya distributor.

*lt tne Shutter Speed Dial is set to the RBL position, the Shutter can be released
even if the Lens is not attached. When you pull out the Dark Slide, be careful not
to press the Shutter Release Button.

Finders
When using the RB series PD Prism Finder or PD
Magnifying Finder, be sure the Electrical Contact
Cover is in place, for i t  is used to depress the
switch at the base of the finder.

CAUTION:
The RZ PD Prism Finder wil l  not function on the
RZ PROIID. lt cannot be retrofitted.
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Mamiya RZ67 PRO tID Specifications

CameraType : 6x7cm rollf i lm SLR with lens shutter

Film Holder : 120 Roll Film Holder HA703--the standard holder

220 Roll Film Holder HB7O2

6x4.5 120 Roll Film Holder RZ

Polaroid Pack Film Holder HP7O2

interchangeable

Film type : 120 fi lm (120 Roll Film Holder HA703) (10 exposure)

120 fi lm (6x4.5 120 Roll Film Holder RZ) (15 exposures)

22Olilm (220 Roll Film Holder HB7O2) (20 exposure)

lnstant fi lm (Polaroid Pack Film Holder HP7O2\

Negative size :6x7 cm format : 56x69.5 mm

6x4.5 cm format : 56x41.5 mm

Polaroid Pack: 70x70 mm

Revolving Back : The back revolves 90 to change from the horizontal to vertical format or

vice versa. Viewfinder format automatically changes as back revolves.

Lens Mount : Special bayonet mount (with built-in safety lock)

Lens type : 110 mm t12.8--lhe Standard Lenses / Interchangeable RZ lenses /lnter-

changeable lenses for the RB can also be used.

Shutter # 1 electronic shutter

Shutter release : Body shutter release plus electronic shutter release contacts.

Shutter speed :1/400-8 sec. (with intermediate speeds), B, T (mechanical)/ RBL (when

the RB lens is used) and AEF (when the AE Prism Finders used) posi-

tions / Mechanical shutter of 1/400 sec usable.

Sync operation : with flash sync terminal (X-sync) on lens or hot shoe.

Multiple exposure : possible by means of R-M lever.

Focusing Screen :Type A Matte is the standard / Focusing screens for the RZ are inter-

changeable.

Viewfinder : Waist-Level Finder FW702 is the standard / interchangeable with the AE

Prism Finder FE701 / Finders for the RZ and RB can also be used.

Percentage of the : 95% This information is based on a linear (horizontal / vertical)

field of view visible measurement.

Film Transport : A single 114' stroke of the Cocking Lever advances the film and Exposure

Counter, sets the Mirror and Light Baffle, and cocks the shutter.



Focusing Method :The rack and pinion focusing extends the built-in bellows up to a maxi-

mum of 46 mm / Equipped with a Focusing Knob and Lock Lever / With

subiect distance and exposure factor indications.

Winder : RZ Winder II (RZ Winder I cannot be used)

Cable release contact : The shutter can be released by mean of a cable release connected to a

contact on the camera body / Remote control is possible by means of a

receiver connected to the same contact.

Battery Type : One alkaline battery (41R44) or one silver oxide battery (4SR1 1 ), and one lilhium battery (2CR1/3)

Safety features (in normal shutter release operation) :

Viewfinder display (by LEDs and pictorial symbols):

Warning on incomplete cocking lever setting / Warning on failure to pull

out the dark slide / Batterv check.

Electronic alarm sound 

H:;"*", speed diat is at the ,,RBL" position when an RZ tens is used /

The shutter dial is at the "AEF" position when the AE Prism Finder is

removed / The shutter speed dial is any other position than "RBL" when

no lens is mounted or an RB lens is mounted on the camera lThe battery

power has dropped.

Release locked when : The cocking lever has been set incompletely / The dark slide has not

been pulled out / The shufter speed dial is at the "RBL" position when an

RZ lens is used / The shutter speed dial is at the "AEF" position when the

AE Prism Finder is removed / The shutter speed dial is at any other posi-

tion than "RBL" when there is no lens on the bodv or an RB lens is mounted

on the camera.

Dimensions : 108 mm (width) X133.4 mm (height) X 212.5 mm (length).

Weight :2,4909 when the body (1,3509) (with Waist-Level Finder), 120 Roll Film

Holder (530g) and 110 mm f / 2.8 lens (6109) are combined.
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Common Sense Camera Care and Practice

The Mamiya RZ67 PRO II D is a precision optical/mechanical instrument and built for
heavy professional use. lt will have a long service life, if properly treated and maintained.
Please observe these basic caveats:

O Read instructions before using camera.

O Protect camera against shocks and falls. Use the neck strap supplied with it, when-
ever possible.

O Check the battery frequently and always carry spares. The sealed battery supplied
with the camera may have been subject to storage conditions which have reduced its
service life.

O Be sure to wipe battery contacts before installation and watch correct polarity.

O Battery life differs, depending on frequency of use, type, age, storage condition, am-
bient temperature (use External Battery Case in very cold weather), etc.

O Always remove the battery (and film) when camera is not used for a long period of
t ime.

O Always keep covers on lenses and camera body.

O Do not store the camera at temperatures over 40'C (105"F) and below -10'C (15"F).
Also avoid humid or sea air environment.

O Prolonged disuse may shorten camera life. Periodically exercise the shutter (at differ-
ent speeds and apertures) and the focusing knob.

O Protect camera against rain and moisture.

O Do not touch lens surfaces. Use blower or lens tissue to remove dust particles.

O Always test your equipment before going on important assignments.
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The lmportance of Proper Maintenance
Your camera has mechanisms l ike f i lm transport,  shutter and diaphragm blades etc'

They are control led by gears, levers, springs, and so on. Al l  require special lubrication

from time to time. Ambient conditions can also affect these mechanisms, as well as the

electronic components and the optical glass of your lenses. We therefore suggest that
you have your camera and lenses checked, and if necessary serviced, periodically.

Specifications and appearance are subject to change without notice.
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